[Interhemisphere differences of extrastriate cortical activation during attention and selection of lateralized visual stimuli in humans].
The cortical activation was estimated by event-related potentials (ERPs) methods during selection tasks of lateralized visual stimuli in right and left hemi-fields requiring different forms of attention: 1. Attention of a stimuli form, 2. Attention of a stimuli position, 3. Combined attention of form and position. ERPs were recorded in 15 young healthy adults in 6 leads: P3, P4, T3, T4, T5, T6 and endogenous ERPs components: CNV (contingent negative variation), N1, P3 and complex [N1--P3]. The differences between ERPs at contra- and ipsilateral stimuli in the right and left hemispheres were considered as indices of asymmetry. The asymmetry was revealed in right hemisphere in all kinds of attention forms. The level (amplitude) of right-side asymmetry was depended on the level of attention: The significant relation between the right-side asymmetry and subjects' reaction time was also revealed. It is proposed that such an asymmetry is the evidence of better spatial differentiation of visual stimuli in right hemisphere in humans.